World Book Online Reference Guide
World Book is an encyclopedia which has been in publication since 1917. It is based out of the United States.
The digital version contains the entire text of the 22volume set, along with additional features such as
interactive timelines and audiovisual media.

Option 1  Info Finder

For basic encyclopedic facts, the info finder section of the resource can be an excellent and more reliable resource than
Wikipedia. As seen on the following page, the search tab section is conveniently located and easy to use. Also note the
research tools section, as circled below. This tool section has a number of useful resources for any student writing a paper
and/or integrating research for the first time. After exploring this landing page, enter your search (in this example, Franklin
Roosevelt) and click the search button:

As circled below, notice the variety of resources available on this single historical figure. In particular note the “Research
Guides” option. It provides a categorized grouping of different pages related to FDR, photographs, and a useful list of books
to read for more information. There is also a “Back in Time Articles” option, which provides articles discussing subjects in a
specific year (for example, “Canada 1941” is listed in relation to Franklin Roosevelt and discusses the state of Canada in that
year). Note, the timeline feature does not work.

If the link to the encyclopedia page on Franklin Roosevelt is clicked, notice the standard encyclopedic layout (which is similar
to wiki), and at the bottom notice how it lists the author and a proper citation for a works cited. This last bit can be considered
the main difference with Wikipedia—you know who wrote it, can properly cite it as a result, and you know for certain the info
is reliable.

Additionally, you can explore primary source documents (this takes you to the reference center, which is a
separate section of the website, but essentially has the same information as the Info Finder section).

A page will open from the reference center listing all the primary sources on the subject. In the following two
screenshots (on the following page), the list and one of the scanned sources can be seen:

Lastly, there is an online book archive in the reference centre which can be accessed from the reference
centre homepage. This collection seems to be mostly public domain works, but still may prove useful for
students because the collection is located within the same resource discussed earlier in this section.

Option 2  Timeline feature

After selecting the “Timelines” icon from the homepage (as seen above), you will be presented with a wide
selection of World Book timelines on a variety of historical subjects:

If the option for “World History” is selected, students can then select by geographic region. For example, as seen below,
Canadian history is an option. Within the Canadian history option there are specific chronological timelines to help students.

If the “Canada: 1900 to Present” option is selected, students will then have access to an interactive timeline:

The same process can be repeated to see any of the other timelines created by World Book.
Also, students can create an account and begin creating their own timelines. This can be a fun interactive
activity for elementary school kids.

Click on the “Create a Timeline” tab, and the following window should pop up:

Within this new window, create a title, description, and background theme for your timeline. Then click “create.” The
timeline should be created and look similar to below. From this, one can either “search events” (a list of events from
history already created by World Book) or “create an event” (typically a personal event, like date of birth). This
combination allows students to populate their timeline with a mix, and see their life in relation to historic events.

Additional Encyclopedic and Statistical Resources
Canadian Encyclopedia
A comprehensive information source about Canada and Canadians, for students, the general
public, and scholars. Includes articles written by experts, as well as web links and multimedia
clips. No library card is required to access these resources on the Internet.

British Columbia Statistics
Statistics on population, business, the economy, labour and society. From BCStats, the central
statistical agency of the Province of British Columbia. Access 2006 Census full (31 page)
profiles or any item with a “key” icon beside it is available here.

